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During the Men's Fashion Week for the fall 2023 season, there are two huge

screens on both sides of the Dior Men show, Pattinson and Gwendoline

Christie reciting T.S.Eliot's poem The Waste Land (1922) switch with the live

models'shots; The sleek geometric mirror installation at Hermès show stage

reflected the multiple angles of the new collection; The scene of the Dries

Van Noten show with the subversive surroundings and settings, let us

experience the rave culture in the 1990s, express the freedom and the ego;

The Givenchy's all-white runway settings collide with models to create the

ultimate space experience. These world-class set designs are all conceived

by Villa Eugenie and the founder Etienne Russo.

Dior Men F/W 2023

In the visual-first fashion industry, the relationship between fashion and

fashion shows is similar with the bread and the butter. Fashion show is a

grand artificial fairyland, the distance between designers and the audience

quickly narrowed through the extreme artistic expression.

Etienne Russo is a premier producer of global fashion shows and events,

and the founder of the production company Villa Eugénie. With his insightful

vision, the master producer has produced countless unprecedented and

exciting highlights in giant fashion shows. Nowadays the Villa Eugénie

company is situated in Brussels, New York, Paris and Milan.

Givenchy menswear F/W 2023

The relation between Russo and Fashion Show seems predestined. 32 years

ago, a beautiful dusk at the Hotel Saint-James & Albany in Paris, Dries Van

Noten showcased the Men's Spring-Summer 1992 collection, which was the

real debut of the brand. Actually, Russo had no fashion show production

experience at that time. But he just took on a commission from Van Noten

to help this Belgian designer on his first fashion show a few months earlier,

what would later prove to be a critical career move. It was the first in a

series of impressive shows he staged with Van Noten, this show completely

started Russo's long-distance running in career around fashion show and

event production.

To this day, Russo and his team have established a long-standing and

rewarding partnership with some of the biggest names in fashion industry,

including Dries Van Noten、Dior Men、Chanel、Hermès、Moncler. In terms

of creative planning, they insist on telling stories focusing on the

fundamental of the brand, which is one of the most prominent advantages of

Villa Eugénie.

Hermès menswear F/W 2023

Time flies! Fashion show is given a brand-new definition. We are growing in

a digital era. For Russo, who has never lost enthusiasm, the emergence of a

new medium represents an interesting creative explosion. Fashion show and

event production is a fascinating and wonderful task. Russo is continuing to

expand the creative range and form, keep challenging the boundaries of

fantasy.

Please find the record of the exclusive interview with the helmsman of these

amazing fashion shows as below.

Dries Van Noten menswear F/W 2023

When did you realize that you want to work in the field of fashion show

production?

I did not have a defined career plan, but when decisive encounters and

professional opportunities presented themselves to me I was able to seize

them and make the most of them. Being born and raised in Belgium I

created relations and work with the best designers from the Antwerp school.

I couldn’t imagine that the first show I curated for Dries Van Noten in 1991

would lead to a 30th years career - and counting - in event production.

As early as the 1980s when you start work in the fashion industry, the

entire fashion industry has been constantly undergoing cultural changes. In

particular, the boundary between High-end fashion and the Street-Styling

became blurred. As an insider and witness, can you share with us the

changes that accompany the new fashion situation in directing fashion

shows? 

The essence of a brand is cultural, clothing is an interpretation of a lifestyle

that goes from high fashion to high street.The main objective for my team

and myself is to highlight and magnify the unique vision and message of

each of our clients. Our role with a fashion house with a strong artistic

direction and creative concept is to materialize and sublimate an idea, a

creative input. With more genuine brands which tell stories we help them to

build and illustrate their message.

Maison Martin Margiela F/W 2006 

How many shows do you usually get commissioned during the fashion

week? 

10 to 15 shows.

Social media has occupied our daily life, and in this purely visual world, it

is very meaningful for brands to hold a fashion show. Therefore, brands

with different positioning have started to hold shows. The number of

fashion shows held in recent years should be on the rise, right?

Since the end of the Covid pandemic, we have seen an increasing interest

from brands in terms of event communication, whether physical and/or

digital, fashion shows and/or special events. Event communication has

become a media. Brands are looking to create a strong and lasting

relationship with their customers & communities, undeniably physical events

allow this unique experience of emotional connexion and shared experience.

When you were suddenly fired with creative inspiration, how do you usually

collect them?

Everywhere really. I’m like a sponge, absorbing everything and keeping it in

small compartments of my mind.

Gucci's 100th Anniversary "Aria" Show,2021

Venue, lighting, music, models, performance, and installation are the key

components of a fashion show. which one do you value most?

A good recipe comes from the wise combination of quality ingredients. The

heart of everything remains a good collection that each very well chosen

ingredient will sublimate. It is a meticulous process of joining together all the

key & right elements.For each project we challenge each detail and we use

every possible instruments to magnify visions.

As for the changes taking place in the fashion industry, your best friend

Dries Van Noten once confided, "I have always believed in creativity, but

now I find that topics and instant delivery are more important than

design." Marketing has become a “whirlpool” in the fashion industry.

From a perspective other than that of a designer, how do you think about

this situation as a creative producer in the fashion industry?

I fully agree with DVN, Marketing has taken the lead.The information flow

becomes faster every day with an inevitable effect of noise & over

communication which force us to do a lot of editing. This is why I work with

a team of people who collect and present me all the stuff I don’t have time

to see so I can edit this material keeping what I think could be

useful. Nowadays it is essential to stick to who you are and believe in what

you like. I trust my intuition, I am glad to have a good nose for this, I can rely

on my instinct. I’d say that an instinctive nature is a strong part of my

personality, it’s what drives me on. 

Dries Van Noten S/S 2005 

Do you think a good show can make a comeback of the original bland

fashion design?

A good fashion show can considerably influence the perception, the emotion

experienced, but at the heart of the creative process is the collection. The

collection always sets the tone.Our participation as event communicator is

to emphasize and to materialize the message, bringing sense to it through

experience so that it becomes as comprehensive, emotional and impactful

as possible.

There is a saying in the fashion industry that "online media has killed the

creativity of The Times". What is your opinion on this?

The established order has been disrupted. That is a fact and there is no

going back. We must accept, understand, and embrace this new norm in

order to seek out the opportunities for progress. I am convinced that they

are considerable.New technologies & new communication channels open up

to a brand new reality and experience. Endless creative possibility has

emerged, and we are discovering & experiencing everyday new

perspectives. It is an highly enthusiastic and inspiring time on that level.At

v/e me and the team we have embraced it as a real chance and opportunity

to offer additional layers of services to our clients which allow a 360 degree

approach between the physical & the digital worlds. We built a dedicated

Digital & Film department of experts focus on creating imagery & who are

already heads on the Web 3.0 for a while. 

Dior Men Pre-Fall 2023

You have created so many unforgettable classic clips for the fashion

industry. That's why many fashion brands always hold out an olive branch

to you throughout your career. Chanel for example, even people who don't

care about fashion know that, 2014 F/W Ready-to-Wear "Chanel

supermarket" show, 2017 F/W Ready-to-Wear "giant rocket" show, 2019

F/W Ready-to-Wear like "Chanel heaven" snow mountain show... What do

these highlight moments mean to you?

"Wait wait wait" … Karl Lagerfeld was a master of visual communication for

all of us.A brilliant visionary, defying the past to always look ahead, seeking

the new and better. Karl used to say: "Whining about the past is the

beginning of no future" .

I am extremely grateful for this 22-years collaboration with Chanel, with KL

and Virginie Viard, it is always with the same pleasure and great enthusiasm

that I supervise the mannequins' scenography.

I force myself not to think too much on a past event because it is the things

that could have been done better or differently that comes first to mind but

of course I am grateful for the success of a project and glad for the teams

who are intensely involved upstream and throughout the process.

Chanel Ready-to-Wear F/W 2017

Will you have higher standards and expectations for the next show after

every successful one?

I’d say that we learn more from our mistakes than from success. Failing is a

significant element of the creative process. The fear of failure is a fuel that

well used can move mountains.I am super excited for the season to come,

and more especially with the upcoming Moncler Genius event in London.The

day I won't feel the same level of passion for what I'm doing, then I'll have no

hesitation in walking away and growing tomatoes.

Also, I just recall the Moncler's 70th anniversary Milan show, you have

once again brought an amazing show which is full of surprises. What is the

experience of directing a massive fashion show which have over 2,000

performers?

I have had a professional and friendly relationship with Moncler and its

president Remo Ruffini for 13 years. I knew the importance, the symbolic and

the enthusiasm that this 70th anniversary meant at all levels. To have this

incredible opportunity to create an event accessible to all in Milan (about 18

000 spectators ) in this historical and exceptional place, the Duomo, was a

powerful creative motor & challenge. 

The grandeur and magnificence of the place required a scenography & a

whole production that was up to its standards .1952 models perfectly

aligned, an original and dramaturgical music composition & 100 chorus

members, a spectacular lighting direction, a breathtaking choreography with

700 dancers.

A dance & music performance that celebrates tradition and innovation, that

reflects the dialogue between classic and modern. Thanks to the wonderful

artists and talents, the choreographer Sadeck (Berrabah) Waff and his

unique vision of dance, so geometric & graphic, the magnificent solo by the

prima ballerina Virna Toppi (Teatro alla Scala di Milano), Michel Gaubert the

talented sound stylist & music producer.

The entire team is responsible for this success, as always in our profession. I

act like a conductor, I instill the creative energy, but it is all together that we

make the concept a reality.

Moncler's 70th anniversary show

As you always bring us unrestrained creativity, what would clients expect

from Villa Eugenie?

The added value of v/e is the strength of our creative proposal & the

emotional impact which we are constantly seeking. Within our strong &

innovative proposal ideas we know no limit.

In recent years, more and more brand shows will start global live

streaming simultaneously. In your opinion, which is more important, the

live experience of the show or the live broadcast effect? 

Physical and virtual worlds going hand in hand allow a

fantastic/extraordinary creative playground.Nothing can compete with the

true emotion raised and lived collectively during an event but Live streaming

offers a fantastic sharing opportunity, you don't need to be present to

participate. This is an additional tool for more inclusion. 

For the DA a fashion show is part of the creative process, it is a projection,

an incarnation that contextualizes a vision. It is a process, not an

exercise.The younger generation continues to choose the runway as a

creative ground, it allows to share the value created (result of the work of a

whole House) and to create value, also emotional, by sharing it together, in

public and in the cloud. Visually, it offers a rich and viral image content. Like

a campaign.

Lanvin F/W 2010
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You have said that you are not willing to do the repeated things. Your

creative planning of the show has pushed the limits again and again, and

we can see that your enthusiasm for this work has never decreased. In the

past year, the concept of Metaverse have a significant impact on fashion

industry. Imagine the future fashion show hosting medium only exists in

the virtual world, it will no longer be constrained by the weather,

personnel, equipment and other emergencies, and the challenge is more

focused on the technical level. Will you still love your job at that moment? 

I passionately love what I do, I am curious about the knowledge that feeds

my creativity. Ideas come to me and to have new ways to express them, to

realize them is an extraordinary and very inspiring chance.I understood the

idea of the Metaverse by watching on the advice of a younger Ready player

one , a Steven Spielberg’s movie (underestimated in my opinion) .The

current economic instability, the questions and doubts it generates are

lowering the momentum for new technologies. It is by understanding them,

analyzing them in depth and following their evolution that we will be able to

use these new tools as additional assets to magnify the existing. I always

move/look forward that’s who I am.

INTERVIEW KARIS ZHAO
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